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BE SURE TO ASK ABOUT 2400 MILL

Handles wet, shucky, even frozen earcorn. Unique crusher unit
shells the corn, crushes the cob ahead of the rolls. Processes up
to 1800 bu./hr. with only 70 h.p. thanks to exclusive one-fast-roll
principle. Big 54-inch blower fills tallest sites. Also available with
11" tilting discharge auger. Units available in 1200 or 1800 sizes.

LOW PROFILE MILL
OPTIONS SHOWN:
1. Mill Motr

This is our all-purpose roller mi 11... low enough to mount under discharge cutlets of
storage structures... options include a downspoutfor mounting overhead... auger
base pack when discharge auger is required. Discharge auger systems a>e avail-
able (see auger options). By using the next size largei motoryou can power both
mill and discharge auger with one motor. Choose from tilting discharge augers to
adapt to any angle you need. Economical and versatile, this mill comes in three
sizes, Models LPM 200, LPM 400 and LPM 600.
COMPLETE UNIT INCLUDES: Base mill with fast-roll chain drive, tapered intake
hopper, magnet grate, motor mount, belts, mill and motor pulleys.
OPTIONS: Mill motor, system control timers, accessory hopper, flow control
switch, discharge augers, leg kit, over-head kit, scale, meters and timers.
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LEVEL IT J
The cheapest land you can
buy is the land you save by
eliminating low spots. There's
a Soilmover with precision
cut and controlled spread for
best results Laser capability
provides pin-point accuracy
Soilmover makes your land its
level best

Create a dam as part of a
run-off control program B(

STRESS-FREE
ROW CROP GUIDANC

• Unique design keeps the implement parallel
with the rows even when the tractor moves
laterally as it drifts off course. Most other
systems oversteer the toolbar which adds
damaging side pressure to the stabilizing
coulters.

• Automatically compensates for sidehtll drift.
• Eliminates excessive pull and stress on hydraulic

components associated with other guidance
systems.

• Very few moving parts provide smooth, friction-
free lateral movement. '

• Works effectively on all conventional and ridge-
Ull cultivators, planters and 4-wheel drive
articulated tractors.

U UeAfutA “More than 70yeai
Service to theAGRI-PRODUCTS Dairy Industry”

manure easier even
build a complete run- *1
off system or manure- -I
handling facility.

or repair terraces and doit
all with your tractor and a
Soilmover. No one offersa
more complete line of farm-!
size scrapers Soilmover-I
the Problem Solvers i
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AGITATION

SUCTION
HOSE
MIXING

The all-purpose, all-around sprayer design-
ed for heavy-duty service. Broadcast or
rowcrops, orchards, groves, Christmas
trees, pasture or range, for field crops,
vegetables or fruits. Micronizer Spray Head
provides droplet size control to match the
spray to the job... from fine sprays in the
50-80 micron range to coarse up to 250
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micron. Heavy-duty roller pump, square 50-
gallon polyethylene tank. Suction hose
connection for premixing chemicals in
separate container before filling tank.
Sparge agitation to keep chemicals in
suspension. Heavy-duty PTO with triple V-
belt drive. Hydraulic rotation and electric
solenoid standard, electric rotation optional.
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High quality, heavy-duty construction for years
dependable service. All-bolted construction to quid
and easily add or remove sections.

Express Feeder
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Without moving motors, sweeper brushes or flights, the feed is

distributed quietly & efficiently at a rate of 1250 lbs. of corn sil*fl #
per minute. Feed stays mixed.
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